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Pyrenean Mountain Dog 

No idea how many colleagues will follow me when I am saying that there is no nicer thing in the 
world than judging a breed you feel highly attached to and always wanted to own, but actually never 
did. Why? Because you are likely to feel much more “light, pure & innocent” in your emotions when 
entering the ring than this can possibly be the case when you are going to judge one of your own 
breeds, where you probably have been involved in all (global) ups & downs, debates, controversies, 
bloodlines and club agendas. Do you agree? At least it was this sort of “lightness” which made me 
very much looking forward to my entry of Pyrenean Mountain Dogs at Midland Counties – 
particularly when I was told by the Committee that in light of the combined PMDC clubshow the 
next day the entry would be over 60 dogs! Thank you very much to the MC Committee for having 
made this choice – and, of course, my gratitude goes to all of you who have been kind enough to 
enter your dogs under me in the posh Margaret Everton building. It actually dates back to 1973 
(fourteen years before I was passed for VDH/FCI tickets in 1987), when I first contacted a breeder in 
Montagne de Pyrénées for a puppy. The lady lived in Zofingen/Switzerland and had a litter carrying 
“your” British world famous de Fontenay blood from Mme Harper Trois-Fontaines. The photo from 
the fabulous mother with her puppies “digged itself” in my mind – and has stayed there ever since. 
Somehow, these old days in Pyrenean Mountain Dogs (like in several other breeds) might have been 
“easier” than those of today, as the multiple “temptations” through wrong, but attractively looking 
“types” didn’t exist. I can not assume to be qualified to talk about type-consistency in the 1970s 
across the Pyrenean Mountain Dog population in France, in Britain or any other country, but it is 
safe to state that the French idea about what is right and what is wrong in Pyrenean type and 
Pyrenean confirmation is not a miracle, but it is clearly defined. My apologies to you for being so 
very late with these reports (for one or the other reason), so that the Editor might forgive me for 
having started with this kind of lengthy “intro” before coming to my actual one-on-one critiques. 
But, please, allow me to further add two guiding thoughts as they will give you an easy access as to 
why I was soo very happy with my winners: 1) I do believe in globally protecting and promoting the 
traditional (rural) roots of the Montagne de Pyrénées as a nobel & rustic Herdenschutz-breed - not 
just because of respecting the Pyrenean “branding” of the breed, but also in light of the fact that 
“Authenticity & Heritage” are actually key drivers today behind “clients‘ choices”. The people who 
we as dog people have to target are “value and not surface” driven. 2) I still belief in the “nose-to-
tail-approach” when judging (please, don’t mix it with Henderson & Gulliver’s cuisine concept behind 
the St. John’s – one of London’s most talked about lunch places…!). This is to say: I am not really a 
“silhouette guy”. Nowadays, and this applies directly to Pyrenean Mountain Dogs around the world 
(as it does e.g. to Newfoundlands, luckily less so to Leonbergers), a lot of focus is placed on 
presenting outlines, instead of dogs (this often applies to advertising, too). The result is, that you see 
pleasing outlines (which are always smooth, but not always correct!), but you get easily frustrated as 
soon as you actually go over the dog and discover weak fronts, straight shoulders, lacking chests etc. 
Though at Midland Counties I met both, nearly square dogs with too broad skulls as well as leggy 
dogs with “missing bodies”, I was very pleased about the overall quality of my entry (no issues with 
eyes, bites nor pigmentation). That’s why I would like to make my compliments to you all who you 
are representing the noble tradition of Pyrenean Mountain Dog breeding in the United Kingdom. 
Finally: I have the well-known photo from Crufts 1950 here on my desk showing Mme Harper Trois-
Fontaines talking to French R.A.C.P.-President and judge Bernard Sénac-Lagrange.  

MPD (2) 1 Blakey Kalkasi Cut To The Chase. Seven months puppy of very good size, bone and frame, 
firm feet for the age, promising head, well shaped eyes, good lips, well placed ears, sound shoulder, 



movement will coordinate going forward. 2 Blair Penellcy Bennington Bear. Lovely head & 
expression, medium bone, body will come along, very nice behind, good pigmentation.  

PD (4,1) 1 Holmes Lisjovia Hurts Like Heaven. Wonderful type, noble balance, true eye, sound 
shoulder, right topline and croup, light mover, should have great future, BP. 2 Blakey Kalkasi Cut To 
The Chase.  

JD (1) 1 Jones Lisjovia A Sky Full Of Stars. Noble head, true expression, ears a bit high set, though, 
still a bit leggy at this stage, hindquarters need to firm up, needs time.  

PGD (7,2) 1 Woodward Lisjovia Galactica. Classy dog, full of natural presence, a bit lippy, otherwise 
very true to type head, excellent balance, true bone and substance at this stage, super coat texture. 
2 Robinson Penellcy Warrior Of The Gods. True head for his age, a bit open eye, though, excellent 
underjaw, sound shoulder, super feet, correct frame, front needs filling, easy mover, true coat, 
expertly presented.  

LD (10,2) 1 Woodward Lisjovia Galactica. 2 Stratton-Baldwin Kricarno Kinetic. Noble male, true 
“Maestro”, correct frame, lines and croup, but would like a bit more bone and body, free mover, 
good coat.  

OD (8,2) 1 Holmes Ch Lisjovia Estevez JW ShCM SHCEX. World-class male, wonderful presence, full of 
authority, super frame, workman-like coat, free and unhurried mover, true eye and pigmentation, 
pushed hard fort he ticket, RDCC. 2 Kenyon, Ward & Bermingham Ch Charibere Simply Y Magic At 
Chezanna JW ShCM. Impressive dog of excellent frame, can compete anywhere due to clean type 
and sound & smooth balance, medium bone, medium substance, a lot to offer.  

VD (2,1) 1 Kenyon & Ward Ch Charibere Simply Special At Chezanna JW ShCM. World-class male of 
enormous charisma, not without faults, but hard to beat due to his big and truely workman-like 
frame, super bone and feet, in outstanding condition ready to do the job he was bred for, noble 
expression, dark eye, excellent muzzle, true neck, light, but efficient mover, powerful hindquarters 
of outstanding quality, full of authority, superbly handled, respect! DCC & BOS.  

MPB (5) 1 Baverstock Kalkasi The Eternal Chase. True puppy, full of promise, balanced, sound head, 
correct eye, promising coat. 2 Sanger Sogni D’Oro. Very nice frame of correct lengths, good bone and 
feet, promising head, true expression, correct ears, unfortunately not yet ready in front standing and 
moving.  

PB (3) 1 Baverstock Kalkasi The Eternal Chase. 2 Asher Patablanca Phoenix. Sound bitch of good size 
and frame, correct head, still a bit juvenile for age, medium bone, topline needs to firm up, a bit 
short in coat today, handled to her best.  

JB (2) 1 Pollard Gillandant Ophelia. Excellent junior, true to type, a lot to offer and to mature into, 
full of potential, excellent bone and balance, most feminine expression, correct coat, handled with 
expertise and class. 2 Asher Trixylee A Star Is Born. Very nice head, truely promising, dark eye, good 
ears, body appears a bit long in the loins right now, needs to firm at both ends, correct coat texture, 
well handled.  

PGB (7,2) 1 Tadd Kricarno Katchmeifyoukan. Classy bitch, full of type, true size and frame, excellent 
head, eye should not be bigger, well placed ears, good neck, front needs to settle, good hindquarters 
giving correct drive for age. Very nice coat. 2 Holmes Lisjovia Ottavianni. Fit and firm, very nice bone, 
good workman-like features, though still a bit high on legs, will surely balance with age, easy mover 
with good drive, sound head, very nice expression.  



LB (10,2) Close competition. 1 Tadd & Horwood Kricano Krystal Kopykat. Top Class bitch, very 
impressive due to true balance, workman-like confirmation, excellent drive, natural class, noble 
head, wonderful expression, full of charisma, excellent coat in texture and condition, very well 
handled. 2 Flounders Sketrick Papagena At Lakamoni (AI). So well presented bitch with presence and 
class, sound at both ends, well put together, correct mover with authority, true head, lovely 
expression, correct ears, a lot to offer.  

OB (6,1) 1 Baverstock Ch Kalkasi Expect To Be A Star. Sound bitch, full of balance and smooth lines, 
medium bone, good substance, highly carried head, noble expression, very nice coat of good 
texture, expertly handled. 2 Bowker & Gibson Desalazara Dancing Queen. Strong bitch of authority 
and class, full of substance without being coarse, strong head, but noble lines and correct stop, 
broad neck, not too long, sound at both ends, broad loins, free mover, handled to her advantage.  

VB (2,1) 1 Bayliss Gillandant Anastasia At Shiresoak. World-class bitch, the best Pyrenean girl I have 
ever judged, stays prominent in my mind, shows the unique head & expression of the Montagne de 
Pyrénées, natural nobelty, natural charisma combined with fantastic body shape, sound substance, 
soo correct in front and behind, ready to do the job she was bred for, most noble expression, perfect 
coat texture, very free, very unhurried, very impressive movement. Respectfully handled. Honour to 
have her in my ring. Chapeau! BCC & BOB. 
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